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 WHY WE ARE HERE TODAY 

We come here today as a coalition that truly reflects the Boston that we live in.   One can argue that this 

coalition is more diverse than the Boston Public Schools. 

We are Black, White, Latino and Asian.  We are native born and immigrant. We represent a wide variety 

of Boston’s neighborhoods.  We are parents.  We are educators.  We are committed individuals all, and 

together, united in fairness, justice, decency and a profound appreciation of the potential of public 

education and what it can do for our children and their futures, we unite to challenge and question the 

wisdom of both the city and the Boston Public Schools on their quest to address the issue of school 

assignment whatever the costs. 

In fact, we are students of history. If the purpose of history is to inform the road map we create for our 

future, then it is clear to us that the lessons of Benjamin Roberts in 1849, the Boston busing/desegregation 

crisis of 1974, and the failure of school assignment processes in 2004 and 2009 have fallen on deaf ears 

both in City Hall and here at the Boston School Department. 

For if they understood those lessons, they would realize that today’s struggle is not about busing children 

or breaking the city into zones.  Benjamin Roberts wanted a quality education for his daughter in 1849.  

Black parents, Latino parents, Asian parents, and White parents who joined them were still fighting for 

quality education for all in the 1970s, in the struggle that led to and followed the federal court order to 

desegregate Boston public schools.  What parents of all backgrounds are still asking for today is quality 

schools in every neighborhood…not school assignment! 

In fact, a recent study of the city’s proposed school assignment plans, from the Harvard Graduate School 

of Education, states: “Access to high quality schools will be significantly more inequitable under any of 

the new school assignment plans than under the current three zone policy.” 

We are not confused.  We know that any plan that does not finally focus on and get this city to quality 

education for all children and in all neighborhoods will not work. We also know that financial resources 

are scarce.  In our view, that is all the more reason to engage the citizens of this city in a process that 

plans for the future they really want: high quality schools that will provide their children and all children 

with a chance to have better lives…schools that maximize the city’s resources to produce a public 

education system that works for all. 

That is why the Community Coalition for Excellence, Equity and Engagement calls upon the city and 

the Boston Public Schools to: 

 SLOW DOWN THE PROCESS: so that parents and communities have an opportunity to 

understand and shape any proposed indicators and plan to get us to quality. 



 Develop and invest in a plan that gets us to quality--- a plan that makes ALL schools 

better. 

 Learn from past lessons. Previous planning processes failed because they failed to focus on 

quality or truly engage parents and communities in shaping them and monitoring their 

progress. 

 Invest the resources necessary to effectively implement quality.  Boston Public Schools 

already has policies and plans for strengthening quality and closing achievement gaps, 

which it has never implemented. It is also critically important for Boston to continue to learn 

from best practice, promising models, and innovations other cities have implemented to 

achieve quality education for all.  

 Finally, we call upon the External Advisory Committee created by the Mayor and the 

Boston Public Schools, parents, and the public to reject all of the proposals for school 

assignment, saying, “NONE OF THE ABOVE UNTIL WE HAVE QUALITY, EQUITY 

AND ACCESS FOR ALL.” 

As responsible adults who care deeply about the children and future of this city and creating opportunity 

for all, we can no longer tolerate inaction.  We can no longer tolerate our children’s futures being pawns 

in a political game.  We can no longer tolerate having city leadership that seems unwilling or unable to 

learn from the past, or that ignores voices of reason today. And we can no longer tolerate a public 

education system that offers most of our children not excellence but mediocrity.   

If stories in the press are accurate, no one is clear about the course the Boston Public Schools is trying to 

set in this process. 

The course of the Community Coalition for Excellence, Equity and Engagement is quite clear: our 

name says what we stand for and want to work together with the city to accomplish. We invite others to 

join us – parents, students, communities, teachers, organizations, faith communities, the media, and 

funders: all those who want to work together to FINALLY build a better public education system and city 

for ALL. 

We invite you to join us, bringing whatever you can bring -- your passion for your children and your 

communities, your hopes for their and this city’s future, your vision and ideas about how Boston can 

build a world-class public education system for all, your knowledge that we’re in this together, your faith 

that we can do this together, and your willingness to roll up your sleeves and join others to create quality 

education for all and a city of opportunity for all. This is OUR city. It’s time to work together to make it 

the very best we can for ALL. If that’s something YOU care about, please join us! 
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